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Transformation Valued Measures 
Jo& L. ABREU* 
I.I.M.A.S., Universidad National Autonoma de Mexico 
In this paper we discuss the problem of representing certain transformation 
valued measures in Hilbert space as projections of spectral measures or quasi- 
isometric measures. A simple proof of Neumark’s theorem is given and a theorem 
which generalizes Neumark’s result is proved. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we discuss additive and countahly additive set functions whose 
values are bounded linear transformations from a Hilbert space W into a Hilbert 
space H. We always assume that Wand H are complex Hilbert spaces with inner 
products < , )w and ( , >H and norms 1 jw and ) IH, respectively. The sub- 
indexes W and H are usually omitted unless this omission is likely to produce 
confusion. 
The case when W = @ (the complex field) has been extensively studied by 
Masani [3] for countably additive set functions whose values on disjoint sets are 
orthogonal. The case when W # C has also been studied by Masani [4]. His 
paper [4] is concerned with the case of a transformation valued set function T for 
which an operator valued set function M exists with the property: T(u)* 
T(u) = M(w n u) ‘for every pair of sets w, c in the domain of T (* denotes the 
adjoint). Such measures are called quasi-isometric and are widely applicable in 
several branches of analysis as illustrated in [4]. A basic fact in the theory of 
quasi-isometric .measures is that the integral of one such measure is a linear 
isometry from a certain Hilbert space constructed from W-valued functions into 
the Hilbert space H. 
The purpose of this paper is to treat the case of transformation valued set 
functions which are not quasi-isometric. We show that integration with respect 
to one such measure is also a linear isometry from a Hilbert space constructed 
from W-valued functions into the Hilbert space H. We also show that some of 
these measures are projections of quasi-isometric measures. 
A theorem of Neumark (see [5,6,7, lo]) p roves that every generalized spectral 
measure is a projection of a spectral measure. In Section 3 we give a very simple 
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proof of Neumark’s theorem which is due essentially to Masani, and has the 
advantage of exhibiting explicitly the projection involved, as an integral. 
In Section 2 we study positive operator valued measures and state some of the 
basic results of the theory of quasi-isometric measures. In the same section we 
treat generalized spectral measures and spectral measures and the relations of the 
later ones to quasi-isometric measures. Section 3 is concerned with a fundamental 
inequality of generalized spectral measures and with Masani’s proof of Neumark’s 
theorem. Section 4 gives the basic theory of non-quasi-isometric measures. 
Finally Section 5 discusses the problem of characterizing projections of quasi- 
isometric measures (Theorem 5.2.) 
2. POSITIVE OPERATOR VALUED MEASURES 
Throughout this paper X denotes a set and D a ring of subsets of X. The 
elements of X are denoted by letters x, y,... and the elements of f2 by greek 
letters W, o,... The words “operator” and “transformation” always mean bounded 
linear operator and bounded linear transformation, respectively. g(W) denotes 
the Banach algebra of operators on the Hilbert space Wand g( W, H) denotes the 
Banach space of transformations from the Hilbert space W into the Hilbert 
space H. 
An operator ME g( W) is said to be positive (denoted: M > 0) if (Mu, w} > 0 
for every w E W. Positive operators are characterized as those self-adjoint 
operators whose spectrum is a bounded set of [0, co). The square root of a 
positive operator always exists and it is uniquely determined if one imposes on it 
the condition of being also a positive operator. For a concise account of the basic 
properties of positive operators see [9, 12.32 to 12.361. 
2.1. Let M: !J -+ G@(W) be a finitely additive set function. M is called a 
finitely additive positive operator valued (f.a.p.0.v.) set function on (X, Q; W) if 
M(w) 3 0 for every w E Q. A f.a.p.0.v. set function M on (X, s-?; W) is said to be 
a countably additive positive operator valued (c.a.p.0.v.) set function if it is 
countably additive on Q in the strong operator topology. The term “measure” is 
reserved for countably additive set functions defined on a &ring, a u-ring, or 
a u-algebra. 
2.2. Let 9(X, 0; W) denote the complex linear space of W-valued func- 
tions on X which have the form 
where wi ,..., w, E W and w1 ,..., wV1 E Q are pairwise disjoint. The elements of 
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9(X, 52; W) are called W-valued simple functions on (X, Q). Let M be a 
f.a.p.0.v. set function on (X, sd; W). Then for everyf = xEs, wk,ywrE 9(X, a; W) 
we define 
5, dMf = s, W4f (4 = i M(%) wk , 
k-1 
and if g = Cyzl w,‘xwj* E 9(X, $2; W) also, we define 
= ,$ jg  <M(% n %‘I wk 9 wj’>- (3) 
We also define 
(f, g)M = J’, <dMf, g> and If IM = <f,f% (4) 
It is clear that the map f + sx dMf is a linear map from 9(X, a; W) into Wand 
( , )M is a sesquilinear function on 9(X, G; W) x 9(X, Q; W). 
Let JV(X, J2; M) be the subspace of 9(X, Q; W) consisting of all those 
functions f such that 1 f IM = 0. N(X, a; M) is called the nullspace of M. 
Now define 9(X, 52; M) or simply 9’(M) to be the quotient space 9(X, 9; 
UP’-W, Q; W. YW) is a pre-Hilbert space with inner product ( , )M and 
norm 1 JM . Let H(M) denote the completion of 9(M). H(M) is not in general a 
space of classes of functions even when M is a measure (see [2, 43). 
Those M for which H(M) = P’,(M), i.e., H(M) is a space of function classes 
square integrable with respect to M, are called adequate and the problem of 
characterizing them seems to be only partially solved [2,4]. However we are not 
concerned with this problem. The problem of extending the integral (2), which is 
naturally defined on Y(M), to a larger space is solved only for a particular case, 
namely, when M is a generalized spectral measure (see 3.5). 
2.3. A quasi-isometric (q.i) set function on (X, Q; W, H) is a finitely 
additive function T: J2 -+ 9?( W, H) for which there exists a f.a.p.0.v. set function 
M on (X, 8; W) such that T(w)* T(a) = M(UJ n u) for every w, u E 9. M is called 
the f.a.p.0.v. set function associated with T. For every f E 9(X, 8; W) we can 
define sx dTf in analogy to (2) and it follows that the integral can be continuously 
extended to become a linear isometry from H(M) into H. In case Q is a S-ring and 
M is countably additive then T is also countably additive in the strong operator 
topology of .SY(W, H). Such a T is called a countably additive quasi-isometric 
(c.a.q.i.) measure on (X, 9; W, H) or a W to H c.a.q.i. measure on (X, 8). 
The integration theory of c.a.q.i. measures has been extensively studied by 
Masani and we refer the reader to his paper [4] for the results on c.a.q.i. measures 
which we use in the sequel. 
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2.4. A f.a.p.0.v. set function E’ on (X, Q; W) is called a finitely additive 
spectral set function if: !Z is a Boolean algebra; E(X) = 1, the identity operator 
in W; E(w) is an orthogonal projection, and E(w n CT) = E(w) E(o) for every 
w, UEQ. 
Af.a.p.0.v. set function Bon (S, 52; W) is called a finitely’additive generalized 
spectral set function if Q is a Boolean algebra and B(X) = 1. 
In case Q is a o-algebra and both E and B above are countably additive then 
we say that E is a spectral measure and B is a generalized spectral measure. 
2.5. Suppose J@ is a closed subspace of H and E is a finitely additive spec- 
tral set function or a spectral measure. Let P,. : H + W be the orthogonal 
projection. Then P,. 0 E restricted to W is a finitely additive generalized spectral 
set function or a generalized spectral measure, respectively. That all finitely 
additive generalized spectral set functions and all generalized spectral measures 
arise in this form is the content of Neumark’s Theorem 3.1. 
It should be noticed that a spectral measure is at the same time a c.a.q.i. 
measure and it coincides with its associated c.a.p.0.v. measure. 
In Section 5 we prove that under certain conditions a countably additive 
transformation valued set function S on (X, Sz; W, H) can be expressed in the 
form S = P, 0 T where T is a W to H’ c.a.q.i. measure on (X, Sz) and H’ is a 
Hilbert space which contains (isomorphically) the space H. This result is in a 
certain sense a generalization of Neumark’s theorem. 
2.6. Let M be a f.a.p.0.v. set function on (X, Q; W). For every w EQ 
define F(w): Y(M) -+ 9’(M) by the formula: F(w)f = xW$ It is clear that F(W) 
is an idempotent operator on 9’(M) and furthermore that ) F(u) f iM < if IM for 
every f E -Y(M). Also, for every f, g E Y(M) we have (F(w) f, gjM = ( f, F(w)g),,, . 
All this shows that F(w) can be uniquely extended to become an orthogonal 
projection on H(M). Furthermore, F obviously satisfies: F(w A u) = F(w) F(a) 
for w, u E 8. Also F is finitely additive on Q. F is called the projection valued set 
function associated with M. In case Q is a Boolean algebra F becomes a finitely 
additive spectral set function. 
Now suppose M is a c.a.p.0.v. set function on (X, Q; W) and let F be its 
associated projection valued set function. Let us show that F is countably addi- 
tive. Let wr , w2 ,..., E A be disjoint and suppose w = Ur=‘=, wli E Q. Let f = 
wx,, E Y(M). Then 
IF(w)f -F(&‘k]f iM = (,(a, k~+~wk)w~w~-o 
as n + CO because M is countably additive. Using the triangle inequality we can 
show that for every f E Y(M), F(Ui==, wk) f *F(w) f as n - co. Now let 
h E H(M) and E > 0. Let f E Y(M) such that / h - f  jM < 43 and choose IV 
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large enough so that j..F(b~)f -.P’(U& tik)flM < 43 for n > N. Then for 
n > Nwehave 
M 




Thus F is countably additive whenever M is countably additive. In case 52 is a 
u-algebra, the projection valued set function associated with a c.a.p.0.v. measure 
M on (X, Q; W) is a spectral measure on (X, Q; H(M)). 
2.7. Given M a f.a.p.0.v. set function on (X, 52; W), define T(W): W-+ 
H(M) according to the formula T(w) w = wx,, for every w E Q and w E W. It 
follows immediately that T is a finitely additive W to H(M) quasi-isometric set 
function. The f.a.p.0.v. set function associated with T is precisely M. Further- 
more, suppose T’ is a finitely additive W to H quasi-isometric set function on 
(X, Sz) which has also M as its associated f.a.p.0.v. set function. Then it is easy 
to see that there exists a partial isometry V: H(M) -+ H such that T’ = I’ 0 T. 
This partial isometry is precisely the extension of the integral with respect to T,’ 
to the whole space H(M). 
The quasi-isometric set function T constructed above is called the quasi- 
isometric set function canonically associated with M. 
IfM above is countably additive then the q.i. set function canonically associated 
with M is countably additive. The proof of this fact is very simple and we omit 
the details. 
2.8. Consider a finitely additive generalized spectral set function B on 
(X, 9; W). Let E be the projection valued set function associated with B. W is 
(isometrically isomorphic to) a subspace of H(B). This inclusion is obtained by 
associating to every element of w E W the constant function on X whose value 
is w. For this association to be an isometry it is necessary to have B(X) = I which 
we have by hypothesis. It is interesting to observe that for w E Q, T(w) is equal 
to the restriction of E(w) to the subspace W of H(B). Thus the quasi-isometric 
set function T canonically associated with a finitely additive generalized spectral 
set function B, is a restriction to a certain subspace of some finitely additive 
spectral set function E. I f  B is a generalized spectral measure, then T is a c.a.q.i. 
measure and E is a spectral measure. 
With’the concepts developed in this section the proof of Neumark’s theorem in 
Section 3 is very simple. 
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3. NEUMARK'S THEOREM AND A FUNDAMENTAL INEQUALITY 
3.1. THEOREM (Neumark [6, 71). Let B be u finitely additiwe generalized 
spectral set function (or a generalized spectral measure) on (X, Q; W). 
Then there exists a Hilbert space H (which is isometrically isomorphic to H(B)) 
containing Was a subspace and a finitely additive spectral set function (or a spectral 
measure) Eon (X, 52; H) such that for every w E Q, B(w) = P, 0 E(w) on W, where 
P,. : H + W is the orthogonal projection. 
3.2. Proof. All we have to do is to take H = H(B) and exhibit the desired E. 
We take E to be the projection valued set function associated with B as in 
Section 2.6. We recall that E(w) is the continuous extension to H(B) of the 
operator of multiplication by xw defined in Y(B). As it was proved in Section 
2.6, E is a finitely additive spectral set function and if B is a generalized spectral 
measure then E is a spectral measure. Now, for every w, w E W, and w E Q we 
have 
(P,Eb) w, V>B = V’rE(w) w, o>w . 
Thus it follows that B(w) = P, 0 E(w). Th’ is completes the proof. It should be 
noticed that P, 0 E(w) w = P,wx,, = B(w)w implies immediately by linearity 
that for every f  E Y(B) 
P,f = f dBf. 
X 
(1) 
3.3. COROLLARY. Let B, ,..., B, be positive operators on W such that B, + .** 
f  B, = I. Then for mery n-tuple w1 ,..., w, E W the following inequality holds. 
Proof. The family B, ,..., B,, may be considered a generalized spectral 
measure on { 1,. . . , n} and we can apply Neumark’s theorem. Consider the function 
f(K) = wlc defined for K = l,..., n. Then the left-hand side of (2) is the square of 
the norm of P, f while the right-hand side of (2) is the square of the norm off, 
both P7f and f considered as elements of H(B). Hence (2) is equivalent to the 
obvious inequality 1 P, f IB < 1 f IB . Th is completes the proof of the corollary. 
3.4. COROLLARY. If B is a finitely additivegeneralized spectral setfunction or a 
generalized spectral measure then for every f  E 9’(B) 
/SxdBf12~~<dBf,f)=IflB. (3) 
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This is an obvious consequence of either Theorem 3.1 or Corollary 3.3. From 
inequality (3) it follows that the integral with respect to B is a continuous linear 
map from 9’(B) into W and can be uniquely extended to become a continuous 
linear map from H(B) into W. But according to (1) above, this integral coincides 
with the orthogonal projection P,. : H(B) ---f W in Y(B) and hence the con- 
tinuous extension of the integral with respect to B to the whole space H(B) is 
equal to P, . This result follows directly from (l), but the possibility of extending 
the integral to the whole space H(B) by continuity did not arise before the proof 
of Neumark’s theorem since the continuity of the integral on 9(B) (Eq. (3)) was 
not proved before Neumark’s theorem. It would be of some interest to obtain 
a proof of the fundamental inequalities (2) or (3) without the use of Neumark’s 
theoreml. One of the difficulties of extending the integral 
s dMf x 
from Y(M) to H(M) comes from the lack of an inequality of the type (3) for 
a f.a.p.0.v. set function M which is not necessarily a finitely additive generalized 
spectral set function. 
4. TRANSFORMATION VALUED MEASURES 
4.1. Let 52 x Q denote the ring of subsets of X x X which are finite 
unions of disjoint rectangles w x u with w, 0 E Q. Given W, (I E 9, if w x a = 
UL “?I x u, with W, , a,, E Q, then it is possible to write w x a = 
(Jf==, (J:, & x vi where {&} is the partition of w generated by {w,} and {Q} is 
the partition of Q generated by {u,J. Notice that the rectangles & x Q are all 
disjoint and belong to 52 x 52. 
4.2. Let S: 52 -+ 99( W, H) be a finitely additive set function on (X, Q). 
For every set d E IR x 8 which has the form A = uk, W, x (I~ with W, , 
(J, E Q and the W, x a, being disjoint, define 
N(d) = f s(w,)*s(u,). 
PI=1 
Let us show that N is well defined and is finitely additive on Q x Q. In order to 
prove this, it is sufficient to show that whenever w x D = (Jr-, w, x CT, , with 
the w’s and u’s in Q and the We x a, disjoint, then 
s(w)*s(u) = f S(w,)*S(a,). 
+=l 
(2) 
1 Such a proof was kindly provided by Ivan Kupka while this paper was being typed. 
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By the remarks in Section 4.1 we have that w Y 0 is equal to the disjoint union 
of the sets & x 7j . Each set & x Q is contained in one and only one of the 
sets W, x CT, and the rectangle w, x en is the union of the 5;, x B such that 
& C W, and qj C (T, . Thus, using the additivity of S(.) and S(.)* we have 
s(w)*s(o) = f i S([k)*S(vj) = g s(w,)*s(o,). 
I;=1 j=l Tl=l 
(3) 
Thus we have shown that N defined by (1) is well defined and finitely additive 
on J2 x Q. This set function is called the kernel set function of S. It is not true 
that when S is countably additive (in the strong operator topology) then N is 
also countably additive. Simple examples exists for the particular case when 
W = @(see [I, 111). 
4.3. Let S and N be as in Section 4.2. Suppose f  = CE=, w~x,,,~ , g = 
C;=, wj’xuj, E Y(S, Q; W). Define 
(f, i?)N = jx jx (N(dx- dY)fb), &)) 
We can also define the integral off with respect to S by 
I dS f = f S(w,)w, . X k=l 
(4) 
Then the integral with respect to S is a linear map from 97,X, 52; IV) into Hand 
the following equality holds: 
Since ( , )N is obviously a sesquilinear form on .Y(X, Q; IV), we can define 
if/N = <ftf%” and construct the space 9(X, Q; N) = .Y(N) as the space of 
classes of elements of Y(X, Q; IV) which differ from one another by an f such 
that 1 f IN = 0. If  1 f iN = 0 we say that f is an N-null function. In this form 
< , )N becomes an inner product on 9’(N). Let H(N) denote the completion of 
the pre-Hilbert space Y(N). Integration with respect to S can be continuously 
extended to become a linear isometry from H(N) into H. 
4.4. Suppose N: Q >: Q + 5?(W) is a finitely additive set function such 
that N(w x u)* = N(u x W) for w, cr E Q, and such that for every 
f =ck=, WkXwl,E y"(x,Qn; w, 
il fl (N(oJ~ X Wj) Wi 1 we:’ 2 O. 
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Such an N is called .a positive kernel set .function on (X, Q; IV). Now we can 
define ( , )N by Eq. (4) an d ‘t ’ 1 IS a sesquilinear form on 9(X, 52; IV). Thus we 
can construct the spaces 9’(N) and H(N) as we did in Section 4.3 without 
reference to any set function such as S. But now we do define a set function 
S’ : l2 -+ @(W, H(N)) by 
S’(w)eo = wxw E Y(N) c H(N), (8) 
for every w E Q, w E W. The set function s’ is called the finitely additive trans- 
formation valued set function canonically associated with N. Let S: Q -+ 
g( W, H) be any finitely additive set function which has N as its kernel set 
function. Let I’: H(N) -+ H be the linear isometry obtained by extending to 
H(N) the integral with respect to S. Then it is clear that S(w) = V 0 S’(w) for 
every w E Q. 
4.5. Suppose N and N’ are positive kernel set functions on (X, 9; W). 
Then M = N + N’ is also a positive kernel set function on (X, Q; W). We now 
study the relations between the spaces H(M), H(N), and H(N’). If a function 
f E 9(X, .Q; W) is M-null then it is also N-null (c.f. Sect. 4.3). For every 
f 6 ~(X, Q; W letfrd ,fNf, and f,,., denote the classes of functions which differ 
from f by an N-null, N’-null, and an M-null function, respectively. Since 
IfIN< lflwandlfl N’ < 1 f IM it is possible to define continuous linear maps 
from Y(M) into Y(N) and 9’(N) by the associations fM --f fN and f,,, + fN, re- 
spectively. Thesemaps can be continuously extended to H(M), their valuesfalling 
in H(N) and H(N’), respectively. Let us denote these maps by L, : H(M) ---f H(N) 
and by LN, : H(M) + H(N’), respectively. 
Construct the Hi!bert space H(N) @ H(N’) consisting of pairs f @g with 
f 6 H(N), g E H(N’) and equipped with the inner product. 
There is a natural map from H(M) into H(N) @ H(N’) given by f -+ LN f @ LN,f 
which is a linear isometry since 1 f IL = / LNf 1; + ILN*f I$ = 1 LNf @LN*f 1: . 
Now we can identify H(N) with the subspace H(N) @ (0) of H(N) @ H(N’) and 
similarly we identify H(N’) with (0) @ H(N’). Let PN : H(N) @ H(N’) -+ H(N) 
and P,, : H(N) @ H(N’) -+ H(N’) denote the orthogonal projections onto 
H(N) and H(N’), respectively. 
Thus we have a natural way of embedding the spaces H(N), H(N’), and H(M) 
in the space H(N) @ H(N’) and in these terms, PNf = LNf and P,, f = LN’f 
for every f~ H(M). Therefore LN and L,, can be viewed as restrictions to 
H(M) of the projections PN and PN, respectively. 
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5. PROJECTIONS OF QUASI-ISOMETRIC MEASURES 
5.1. Suppose T: D --f 9Y( W, H) is a quasi-isometric set function and 
suppose HO is a subspace of H. Let PO : H---f H,, denote the orthogonal projec- 
tion onto H,, . Define S = P,, 0 T: Q ---f B, W, H,,). It is clear that S is a finitely 
additive set function. Let M denote the f.a.p.0.v. set function associated with 
T (c.f. Section 2.4). Then, for everyfE 9(X, J2; W) 
since the right-hand side of (1) is equal to the square of the norm of Jx dTf while 
the left-hand side of (1) is the square of the norm of P,, jx dTf. Thus we see 
that a necessary condition for a finitely additive transformation valued set func- 
tion S to be a projection of a quasi-isometric set function is that it satisfies (1) 
for some f.a.p.0.v. set function. The purpose of this section is to prove that this is 
also a sufficient condition. 
The following theorem was proved in [l, Theorem 3. l] for the particular case 
W = @, and in a setting of countable additivity. 
5.2. THEOREM. Let S: Q + .c%( W, H) be a jinitely additive set function 
and suppose there exists a f.a.p.0.v. set function M: Q - 3?(W) such that for every 
f E 9(X, Q; W) inequality (1) holds. Th en there exists a Hilbert space H’ which 
contains (isometrically isomorphic copies of) H and H(M), and a quasi-isometric 
set function T: Q + 9( W, H’) such that 
S(W) = P, 0 T(W) for all w E f2, 
(2) 
where P, : H’ -+ H denotes the orthogonal projection onto H. 
Proof. Let N be the kernel set function of S (c.f. Sect. 4.2). Define 
M’(w x u) = M(w n u) for every w, u E Q and extend M’ to become a finitely 
additive set function on Q x Q. For every f E 9(X, Q; W) we have 
J’, s, O-WY, dx) f 69, f b9) = j-- <dMf, f > = If Ii, . 
Define N’ = M’ - N. Then for every W, u E Q we have N’(w x u)* = 
N’(u x w) and for everyfe 9(X, C!; W) we have 
II W(dh W f (4, f (YD xx 
= s, s, @WY, Wf 64, f W) - l s, W(dy, dx)f(x) vfti)) 
= s, <dMf, f > - 1 s, dSf I2 2 0. (4) 
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Thus we have the situation of Section 4.5 with M’ = N + N’. Let H’ = 
H @ H(N’) and remember H(N) is isometrically isomorphic to a subspace of 
H (c.f. Sect. 4.3). Thus H(N), H(N’), and H(M) are subspaces of H’. 
Given w E 8 and w E W define 
TWW = S(w) w  0 (eLrx,)N, 9 (5) 
where (wx,)~, denotes the element of H(N’) which is associated with the simple 
function wxW . Then (2) holds by construction. Also, whenever u ESZ and 
v E W, we have 
= ((N(u x W) + N’(u x CO)) W, V& = (M(u n W) W, v)~ 
which shows that T is quasi-isometric and M is its associated f.a.p.0.v. set 
function. This completes the proof. 
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